Fleece comes in many colors and designs and can be found in any fabric store or discount store that sell fabric. The thicker the fleece the better. Most all heavy fleece comes in 48-56 inch wide.

To make this tug toy, you can using either one color or three colors of fleece.

Step 1
Lay the fabric out and cut the fleece into three - six inch wide strips

Step 2
Take all three strips in to your hand and tie them in to a knot, leaving approximately 6 inches on the end. You may need someones help holding the end while you braid or place under a heavy object.

Step 3
Begin braiding the strips, taking one color/strip and over lapping the other until reaching the end. Make the braid as tight as possible.

Step 4
Tie the braided three strips together, making a knot at the end. Pull tightly to make the knots secure. Trim ends to make even for the finished product.